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• Quick Refresher 

• Recap General Counsel Jennifer 

Abruzzo’s Initiatives

• Overview of Organizing Activity 

Across the Country 

• Status of Cases Poised to Change 

Board Law

• Takeaways

Agenda
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The Basics - Section 7 Rights –
Protected Concerted Activity

• Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act guarantees employees 

the right to:

• “self-organization to form, join, or assist labor organizations, to bargain

collectively through representatives of their own choosing, and to

engage in other concerted activities for purpose of collective

bargaining or other mutual aid or protection”
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Protected Concerted Activity

• In determining whether employee activity is entitled to the protections 

of Section 7, the Board looks at the following :

• whether the activity is “concerted”;

• whether the activity is “for mutual aid or protection”; and

• whether the activity has lost the protection of Section 7 by reasons 

of (1) its means or (2) its objectives.
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“Protected”

• It must be for the purpose of “mutual aid or protection.” 

• Examples: seeking improvements in wages, benefits, safety, overtime, 

assignments, staffing or other terms and conditions of employment.

• This concept has been broadly interpreted to cover conduct that 

has only minimal impact on the “terms and conditions of 

employment” of an employee’s employment. 
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“Concerted”

• Two or more employees – usually (but not always)

• Class action lawsuits

• Calling a government agency about safety/working conditions

• Filing administrative charges to remedy sexual harassment

• Complaining to the news media or customers about…

• Social media

• Speaking on behalf of a group of employees?
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How Do These Claims Arise?

• Cases involving union activity and labor organizing;

• Cases involving employer policies, statements and rules;

• Cases involving the discipline or termination of employees who 

claim they have engaged in protected, concerted activities; and

• Social media cases.
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Current Developments 

General Counsel’s 

Initiatives



General Counsel Agenda – Oversight of   
Regions

• Memorandum 21-04 (Aug. 12, 2021) – the GC (Jennifer Abruzzo) mandated the

agency’s regional staff to forward certain types of cases to her office, an indication

that the GC is likely to advocate for Board reversal of its positions in those areas.

• Employer handbook rules

• Confidentiality provisions/Separation agreements

• What constitutes protected concerted activity

• Wright Line/General Counsel’s burden

• Remedial issues

• Union access

• Employee status

• Employer duty to recognize and/or bargain

• Deferral
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General Counsel Agenda – Injunctive Relief

• Memorandum 21-05 (Aug. 19, 2021) – The GC stated her intention to

“aggressively seek Section 10(j) relief where necessary to preserve the status

quo and the efficacy of final Board orders.” The GC outlined the typical cases

which may be suitable for injunctive relief:

• Discharges that occur during an organizing campaign;

• Violations during organizing campaigns in which a Gissel bargaining order is

appropriate

• Violations post-certification when parties should be attempting to negotiate

their first collective bargaining agreement

• Unlawful withdrawals of recognition from incumbent unions

• Successors’ refusal to bargain and/or refusal to hire

• Example – Starbucks (RD sought reinstatement of 7 employees discharged

during campaign)

• August 18, 2022 – U.S. Judge ordered the employees reinstated
Jackson Lewis P.C.  10



• Memorandum GC-21-06 (Sept. 9, 2021) - Discusses remedies that Regions should

request that Board include in any order finding an employer has violated the

NLRA:

• Consequential damages and front pay for unlawful terminations

• Increased dissemination of notice postings through multiple forums (e.g., social media, Internet, etc.)

• For unlawful conduct during organizing drives:
• “Equal Time” for Unions at “Captive Audience Meetings”

• Reimbursement of organizing costs (re-run election caused by employer’s “sufficiently egregious” unlawful conduct

• Require the employer to hire an employee of the union’s choice (when discharged employee cannot return)

• For unlawful conduct during bargaining:
• Set bargaining schedules – six-hour sessions, twice per week until agreement or good-faith impasse reached

• Reimbursement of bargaining expenses to the charging party for the entire period in which the employer failed to bargain

in good faith

• 12-month “insulated period” (starting from compliance with bargaining obligations) – A union’s status as bargaining

representative may not be challenged (e.g., by a decertification petition)

• Require company supervisors and managers to undergo training regarding an employer’s obligations under the NLRA.

11
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• Memorandum GC-21-07 (Sept. 15, 2021) - Addresses the remedies that

Regions should include in settlement agreements.

• More consequential damages (for terminated employees)
• Moving expenses for relocation

• Medical expenses (if the employee lost access to health insurance)

• Letters of apology (when settlement requires an employer to make an unconditional offer of

reinstatement)

• “No Less than 100% of Back Pay and Benefits Owed”

• Sponsorship of work authorization (when an employer’s ULP strips an immigrant worker of

their work authorization)

• Non-Admissions Clauses (only in “special circumstances”)
• For repeat violators, Regions should continue to strongly consider whether to include an “admissions

clause”

• Default Language
• If a charged party defaults on its obligations under the settlement agreement, all complaint

allegations will be deemed admitted.

12
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• In a brief filed in early April 2022, GC Abruzzo called on the Board to reinstate a decade old legal

standard allowing a union to be recognized if a majority of workers sign cards of support.

• In Cemex, the General Counsel’s office seeks to upend the decades-old representation election status quo

by returning to the standard that existed prior to Gissel (1969), as set out in Joy Silk Mills, 85 NLRB 1263

(1949).

• Joy Silk required the employer to have a good-faith doubt regarding majority status in order to refuse a

demand for recognition and move to a Board election.

• If, after refusing a demand for recognition, the employer could not establish a good-faith doubt for its denial of the

union’s majority status or committed any unfair labor practices that demonstrated the employer’s “rejection of the

collective bargaining principal or . . . desire to gain time within which to undermine the union,” the employer faced a

requirement that it bargain with the union.

• What this means? – No secret ballot elections?

13
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• On April 7, 2022, GC Abruzzo issued a memorandum to all NLRB Field Offices

announcing she will ask the Board to find mandatory meetings in which employees listen

to employer speech concerning the exercise of protected concerted activity, including

“captive audience” meetings during union campaigns to be unlawful under the NLRA.

• Urges the Board to adopt assurances that employees must be told meetings are voluntary.

• Notably, a group of staffing firms filed a lawsuit in U.S. District Court for Eastern District

of Texas alleging memo violates employers’ First Amendment rights to free speech.

• Requests the court set aside the memo as unconstitutional and block the Board from

enforcing it.

14
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• Memorandum GC-22-06 (June 23, 2022) – Praised Regions for requiring full

remedies.

• More consequential damages praised (for terminated employees)
• Reimbursing fees for late car payments and late rent

• Payment of monthly interest on loan taken out to cover living expenses

• Repaying cost of baby formula because of loss of workplace breast pumping area

• Cost of retrofitting car to be used with new employment

• Other remedies provided:
• Permitting union use of employer’s bulletin boards

• Providing employee contact information to the union

15
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Update on Organizing 

Across the Country
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Organizing is Up
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• Since January ‘22 to present: Over 1,707 petitions filed

• Compared to last year during the same period, there 

were only 1048 petitions filed.

Organizing

up 

72%



Unions are 
Winning

• Unions prevailed in 74.7% of 
representation elections in 
2021.

• The win rate rose above 70%
for the fourth time in the last 
five years.

• Unions have won more than 
60% of all representation 
elections in each of the past 
17 years.
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NLRB 
Elections 
Won by 
Unions by 
Industry
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Media pressure on companies to demonstrate social 
responsibility.

Public demand on employers to provide workplace protections 
and benefits.

Increased support for protests and demonstrations - “Me-Too” 
movement, Fight for $15, Black Lives Matter, Roe v. Wade, 
COVID-19 worker issues,  and other causes.

Employee walkouts, work stoppages, and demonstrations.

Change.org, Coworker.org, and other petitions.

Increased awareness and engagement in protected, 
concerted activities.

Reawakening 

of Employee / 

Public Activism



• Work with purpose and meaning / 

connection to the mission

• Trust in leadership 

• Opportunity to use talents and 

strengths 

• Communication / a voice at work

• Fair and consistent treatment

• Recognition and appreciation

What Do Employees Want?

• Respectful workplace /sense of  

community at work 

• Safe, healthy work environment

• Wages and benefits that support 

the person / family 

• Opportunities for growth 

• Flexibility / balance / job fits life

• Job security
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Caffeinated Organizing

• New corporate campaign tactic 

• Small stores nationally with coordinated union organizing

• Fueled by social justice and Pay Equity issues

• Social media campaigns

• Voice in the workplace

• COVID and safety issues

• Remote work opportunity

• Appeal to Generation Z and Millennials

• Employee-led

• Generational management closer to employees than corporate



NEW ORGANIZING TACTICS

• What are we seeing?

• What are the issues?

• What about the platform?
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NEW ORGANIZING TACTICS

QR Codes, E-Cards, 

Text Messages,  Apps & 

More
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The social media connections
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Potential Changes to 

Board Case Law in 2022



NLRB Composition

• Currently, the NLRB has a full five members 
(3-2 Democrat)

• Democratic appointees include Chairman 
Lauren McFerran and recent appointees 
Gwynne Wilcox and David Prouty.

• Republican appointees include John Ring and 
Marvin Kaplan. 

• The Democrat majority will likely overturn 
decisions issued by the previous majority.
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Protected Concerted Activity

• In American Federation for Children, 28-CA-246878 (Brief filed January 13,
2022), the ALJ held the employer did not violate the Act when it discharged a
worker following her concerns that a supervisor, out of anti-immigrant bias,
sabotaged the work authorization and rehire of a former colleague.

• ALJ relied upon Alstate Maintenance, 367 NLRB No. 68 (2019), a Trump Board
decision, and found that the expressed concerns were not concerted because
(1) no other employee joined the activity, and (2) some employees were
offended by her acts.

• In Alstate, the Board found protected activity requires more than the mere
presence of other coworkers when an individual raises workplace concerns.

• GC Abruzzo appealed the ALJ’s finding, and criticized Alstate, as a new,
arbitrary constraint on the Act’s protection, which undermined its purpose.

30
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Protected Concerted Activity

• Expect the Board to address profanity and abusive conduct.

• In General Motors LLC, 369 NLRB No. 127 (2020) the NLRB modified its standard for
determining whether an employee using profanity or engaging in abusive conduct lost the
protection of the NLRA.

• Currently, employers are subject to the Wright Line test, under which they must demonstrate
that an employee engaging in unacceptable behavior would have been terminated or
disciplined regardless of their engaging in any Section 7 activity.

• The current Board may return to Atlantic Steel, 245 NLRB 814 (1979), where the Board
evaluated the lawfulness of discipline issued in response to conduct that arguably involves
protected concerted activity, by assessing the following factors

• Location where the employee makes the statement;

• Subject matter of the statement;

• Nature of the outburst; and

• Whether the statement was provoked by an unfair labor practice by the employer.

31
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• Stericycle, Case 04-CA-137660

• GC Abruzzo, in her brief filed on March 7, 2022, asked the NLRB to:

• Replace Boeing, a Trump Board decision that sets out the legal test for workplace rules and
employee handbooks, with its prior standard under Lutheran Heritage Village-Livonia;

• In Boeing, 365 NLRB No. 154 (2017) - more employer friendly, directs ALJ to look at:

• Whether a reasonable employee would interpret a rule as restricting their rights under the NLRA.

• If rule has a potential adverse impact under the NLRA, the ALJ must weigh its effects on worker’s
rights against the employer’s justifications for maintaining the rule.

• Rules found lawful under Boeing: confidentiality rules, non-disparagement clauses, social media policies
(“inappropriate communications”).

• In Lutheran Heritage Village-Livonia, 343 NLRB 646 (2004) – seemingly neutral workplace
rules are illegal if workers would “reasonably construe” them to chill their rights under the
NLRA.

• More broad – less employer-friendly
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• Tesla, Inc., (August 29, 2022)

• Board reversed recent precedent holding that Tesla’s dress code violated the NLRA because
employees were prevented from wearing shirts supporting the union.

• Tesla’s policy required employees to wear “the assigned team wear,” which could be
substituted by all black clothing if approved by the supervisor and “[a]lternative clothing must
be mutilation free, work appropriate and pose no safety risks (no zippers, yoga pants,
hoodies with hood up, etc.).”

• During union campaign, employees wore black shirts that had UAW logos and slogan
“Driving a Fair Future at Tesla.”

• Employees told to change shirt or they would be sent home.

• New Standard: When employers intend to institute and enforce dress codes that interfere
with employees’ ability to wear union insignia in the workplace, employers must
demonstrate “special circumstances” to substantiate the policy.

• “Special circumstances” may vary by industry, company, job title, employee, etc. based on each
situation.

• Takeaway: Employers need to proceed with caution when enforcing dress codes.

33
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• September 7, 2022, the Board proposed a new rule for determining joint employer status under the
NLRA.

• For at least 30 years prior to 2015, the standard was based on whether “two separate entities share or codetermine
those matters governing the essential terms and conditions of employment.”

• Essential element “whether a putative employer’s control over employment matters is direct and immediate.”

• In Browning-Ferris (2015), the Board broadened the scope of “joint employment” to include employers (1) who
indirectly affect employees’ terms and conditions of employment or (2) who reserve the right to control but do not
exercise that right.

• In April 2020, the Trump Board issued a Final Rule which reinstated the rule prior to Browning Ferris again requiring
proof of “direct and immediate control over workers.”

• New Proposed Rule would rescind the April 2020 Final Rule.

• Entities may be deemed joint employers if they “share or codetermine those matters governing employees’
essential terms and conditions of employment”

• Include wages, benefits and other compensation, work and scheduling, hiring and discharge, discipline, workplace health and
safety, supervision, assignment, and work rules.

• Possessing the authority to control is sufficient to establish status as a joint employer regardless of whether control
is exercised.”

• Exercising the power to control indirectly is sufficient to establish status as joint employers, regardless of whether
the power is exercised directly.

34
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• Implications:

• If two entities are joint employers under the NLRA, both must participate in bargaining with a union
representing workers.

• Both entities are potentially liable for any unfair labor practices committed by the other.

• In some circumstances, a union may argue that a user employer’s collective bargaining agreement
must be applied to contractor employees.

• Risk that the new broader rule will be adopted by other federal agencies (EEOC, DOL), labor-
friendly courts, and other agencies.

• Employers will need to closely review commercial agreements with other companies that contain
terms or rights (whether exercised) requiring these companies to ensure that their employees
maintain levels of quality, efficiency, safety or performance.

• Proposed Rule must undergo public comment before final (must be received by 11/7/2022)

35
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So, What Can We Do 

Now?



Takeaways
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• Develop a comprehensive preventative labor relations plan (involve corporate 

communications) 

• Identify workplace issues and create strategies to address them before its too late.

• Create the conduit of information for employees to have a voice.

• Train Supervisors and Leadership – positive employee relations / effective proactive 

responses. 

• Review of handbook policies and agreements from a traditional labor law 

perspective.

• Be alert during hiring process for union “salts” – union members/supporters who try 

to get hired to organize for the union internally (or to be denied employment to file 

an unfair labor practice charge).

• Continually educate C-Suite on labor developments and risks (external and internal)



Thank you
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